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ASUCI is making decisions... being involved... running a business... learning... meeting people... programming...
CAMPUS LIFE

Campus life is a magical, mystical, medieval Wayzgoose... listening to S.L. Hinkawa, Pete Wilson, Jean-Michel Cousteau... strolling through Campus Park... eating anything from Commons food to chocolate covered ants... watching the anteaters dribble, jump, slam...
LIVING
Living is four o'clock fire drills in the dorms... running to catch the bus... learning to cook... midnight strolls along the beach... juggling your expensive taste with your overdrawn bank account... knowing how to get away from textbooks, test tubes, and calculations...
ACADEMICS

Academics is reading the wrong assignment . . . staying up all night . . . getting lost in the library . . . pass/fail, add/drop . . . overdue library books . . . mixing the wrong chemicals . . . catching missed lectures in the Learning Resource Center . . .
Therefore, do not be anxious about tomorrow, for tomorrow will be anxious for itself...